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How are we doing?
DEFCON 5
At war

HARMONY-CON 5
Complete Breakdown of Partnership

DEFCON 4
Military awaiting deployment

HARMONY-CON 4
Large scale rebelling

DEFCON 3
Military on standby

HARMONY-CON 3
Individual rebellion

DEFCON 2
Military on guard

HARMONY-CON 2
Society on guard

DEFCON 1
Military cautious

HARMONY-CON 1
Society cautious

DEFCON 0
No Threat

HARMONY-CON 0
No Threat / Harmony

What might help us understand this more?
• Simplistic Metric
• Machine Learning (autonomy) + Rules (guidance) + user centricity (experience)

• More detailed metric
• Practicalities of living in a world with semi or fully autonomous agents
• Adapts to changing emphases reflecting technical and social change

• Note: busy slides
• Work in progress, but a brain dump to share big picture
• Five picture slides is a useless reminder of the content

Themes
• Social Change
•
•
•
•

Altered expectations – faster, higher, further, freer etc.
Driven by public obsession of using more (autonomous vehicles, smart-apps, recommendations etc.)
Move from ambivalence to polarisation on topics e.g. rise of the machines, tax on robots, future jobs/roles
Pervasiveness of non-AI influencers e.g. Musk, Zuckerberg, Gates on AI topics (AI is more consumable)

• User Centricity
• Measure of UI design – from none, to entirely user-centric (invisible but clearly present)
• Move away from redesign to completely reframing functional characteristics (e.g. self-drive cars)

• Technical Pervasiveness
• Phones, Customer Service, Social Media, Transactions
• Collaborative Filtering, Voice/Image Recognition, Biometrics
• Deep embedding in social-network capabilities, devices, business processes, government processes

Themes (continued)
• Shift of Responsibility (away from humans)
•
•
•
•
•

Move from automation to autonomy
Move from augmentation to absolution (e.g. AirBnB race bias)
Assumption of trust for machine data more so than for humans
Complementary versus replacement (high versus low partnership)
Appreciation of meta-understanding (i.e. high-order goals) – get me to shops before it closes (versus traffic
safety, which is arguably a given). – Appreciation of our preferences, choices, desires.

• Faith / Belief / Trust in AI
•
•
•
•

Assumption of trust for machine behaviour (expect this to improve over time – e.g. mobile signal)
False negatives in the Turing test (confusing people for AI)
Increase in AI Self-Authorship
Increased reliance on transparency (ie. auditability of results) – some models are less of black boxes

Themes (continued)
• Legal compatibility
•
•
•
•

Legislative currency
Speed of enactment
Ethical consistency and clarity
Levels of certifications for AI as for Humans

• Shift in Architectural platforms
•
•
•
•
•

New-world expectations lead to new world approaches (can’t rely on old-world experience)
Distributed design principles versus tried and tested (too often throwing baby out with bathwater)
Edge-computing (islands of autonomy) versus trusted locus of control
Impact on privacy increasing capabilities (i.e. no need to send data anywhere)
Requirement for very different security approaches, standards, social interlock

• Rate of Change (derived from other attributes)
• Technical pivots / Performance Improvements / Cost Points
• Solution delivery
• Social acceptance

Evidence Sources

• Open Source Projects and continued maintenance
• Private Industry Initiatives / Startups
• Direction of publications
• Government Funding
• E.g. EPSRC, Investment in core infrastructure

• Legislation

Currency of evidence source

• Technology, social perspectives, sentiment etc.

Speed of availability of Information / action

• Social Media
• News categories

One possible perspective
Average Rating

• Range reflects stability in dealing with this
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• Potential for interesting analyses
• PCA type approach

• An evolving metric. Dimensions could change
over time, and contribution to dimensions
could evolve as well.
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• Rate/size of change highlights areas to target
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Conclusions?
• A measure may be a good mirror to our biases, strengths and weaknesses
• We need something relatively objective to help support change
• Objective criteria helps avoid decisions based on beauty parades
• Nature of individual sections help highlight societal barriers to progress
• Criteria open to change relative to circumstance

